ABSTRACT: A single cloud cannot meet all types of complicated business process requirements for the sake of vender lock-in
It has several modules which are described below:
• A multi-cloud environment (MCE) which contains set of m cloud providers whereas MCE = {C 1 , C 2 ,…, C m } such as in [14, [22] [23] . Every cloud has a set of service files F = {F 1 , F 2 ,…, F f } where every service file includes a set of services S = {S 1 , S 2 ,…, S s }. Moreover, each cloud has its own pricing schemes and security level. The same service with the same functionality from different providers have different pricing schemes and variation in security ability.
• The user interface receives a request and returns service composition sequence
• The cloud combiner selects suitable cloud set, which has the most appropriate services to accomplish the user's security requirement along with cost, and produces a cloud combination list based on the set.
• The service composer receives cloud combination list from the cloud combiner module and determines which services from which cloud can best accomplish the user's security requirement.
• Security violation log: this module logs all of abnormal behavior by specifying normal manner; for instance the number of repudiation information/service, number and duration of server unavailability, data leakage due to malicious insider/outsider attacks etc. can be profiled to calculate probability of threat materializing.
Service Cost
Total web service cost is calculated via equation (1) .
The variable sp i, j is the service price of S i which is provisioned from cloud C j to fulfill task T i .
Advanced Mean Failure Cost (AMFC)
The random variable AMFC i is used to indicate the amount of cloud C i financial losses owing to disability to cover security requirement; so, total security risk in multi-cloud is calculated by equation (2) .
How AMFC i is calculated is brought in equation (3) below; it is measured by chain multiplying of 2D matrixes.
The matrices value can be fulfilled by system security specialists. Whereas stakeholder matrix (STM) is 1×R matrix and cell (1, R j ) means that user's loss per year if security requirement R j fails. It is independently calculated from underlying cloud. Decision matrix (DM) is R × C matrix and cell ( R j , C k ) means the amount of component C k 's rule in requirement R j . This values is the probability that requirement R j is violated in course of operation the system for some period of time. 
Problem Statement
The web composition problem is converted to a bi-optimization problem below which must minimize both Cost and AMFC functions simultaneously; it is observed in equation (4).
Bi-Optimization Problem
Where k is the number of used clouds from MCE and parameters m and M indicate to minimum and maximum number of allowable cloud usage.
Bi-Objective Optimization Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is inspired by natural evolutionary process. It is one the most popular search algorithm in large-scale problem to find optimal solutions. A GA-based algorithm typically consists of some operators. Since GA is typically designed to optimize one criterion such as to minimize cost function. We change GA algorithm toward our bi-optimization problem. We particularly design our roulette wheel so that solutions are fairly distributed along both criteria and from accurate Pareto curve. Algorithm1 details the advanced GA procedure.
Input: (1) All service prices from MCE to calculate Cost (2) All matrices' information along with Probabilities from system log to calculate AMFC
Output:
The optimal location of service deployment in multi-cloud as Pareto Frontier
Step 1: Generate Initial Population
Step 2: Generate Smart Roulette Wheel
Step 3: Generate the Intermediate Population
Step 4: Smart Selection of Intermediate Population to Generate the Next Population
Step 5: Copy Next Population to Current Population
Step 6: While the Pareto Frontier is still improving repeat Steps 2-5
If the Pareto Frontier has not changed for 50 consecutive iteration, then terminate;
Step 7: End Algorithm 1. Enhanced GA to make Pareto frontier
In our proposed GA, design of chromosomes and genes represent all solution possibility of a problem. Assume that the business needs 9 web services to cover their workload's functional requirement along with security objectives availability, integrity and confidentiality as non-functional requirement; preprocessing and investigation over multi-cloud market show that 50 providers provision 9 requested web services with different pricing schemes and security level the reason why each chromosome is AMFC i s.t m < k < M k is number of used clouds whereas C j ∈ MCE designed such as a vector which numbers range from 1 to 50. For instance, a chromosome [20, 7, 7, 20, 40, 40, 35, 49, 50] means that web service numbered 1 and 4 are deployed on Cloud 20 , web service numbered 2 and 3 are deployed on Cloud 7 , web service numbered 5 and 6 are deployed on Cloud 40 , web service numbered 7 is deployed on Cloud 35 , web service numbered 8 is deployed on Cloud 39 and web serviced numbered 9 is deployed on Cloud 50 respectively. This arrangement incurs specific cost and risk level. Moreover, we empirically assign two parameters m and M to determine minimum and maximum number of allowable used clouds. Also, Step 1 generates initial population which consists of several limited chromosomes. Moreover, we take 100 individuals as population size in this problem. Roulette wheel in our improved GA is designed in favor of both equally important criteria of bi-objective total Cost and Security Risk discrete functions. So, since the minimum value of both criteria are unknown, we consider relative quality of each chromosome in comparison with other chromosomes in current population. Algorithm2 calculates fitness value for all chromosomes in current population.
Step 4: For x = 0 to FntResCost -1 do Step 1: Find the minimum and maximum of Total Service Cost generated by all chromosomes in current population namely MinCost, MaxCost respectively.
Step 2: Find the minimum and maximum of Security Risk generated by all chromosomes in current population namely MinRisk, MaxRisk respectively.
Step 3:
Algorithm 2. Calculation Algorithm of Fitness values for all chromosomes
In spite of original GA, we subjectively constitute intermediate population with specific feature to cover several objectives. In this regard, the concerns are to divergence, making outlier individuals and speed of algorithm. To cope with the aforementioned problems, we consider intermediate population size 5-10 times more than current population. The number five and ten are set experimentally. We copy current population directly into intermediate population to preclude divergence. Then, chromosomes are and selected by roulette wheel that are delivered to crossover operation to be split into predetermined three point sections and genes of parents are interleaved to generate new offspring. The mutation operator receives new generated chromosomes by crossover and randomly changes their genes with predefined probability. Constituting intermediate population ameliorates speed of algorithm, convergence and quality of solution along with trade-off between them. During process of crossover and mutation operations, few infeasible solutions as outliers may be generated when the chromosomes interpreting that web services are deployed on providers' datacenters, the number of used clouds are more than M or less than m. In this circumstance, it violates the predefined constraints as minimum and maximum suppliers involved. In the next phase, chromosomes of intermediate population are sorted based on some criteria. Afterwards, the best of them are copied into next population. Since the aim is to constitute Pareto set to concentrate on both criteria. In fact, 10% of population which have the lowest composition total cost, 10% of population which have the lowest security risk and the rest of 80% are filled by summation of total cost and security risk in decreasing order. Meanwhile, the duplicated chromosomes are omitted. The portion 10, 10 and 80 percent of population are set empirically. As GA is endless algorithm, the typical criterion or even mixing of criteria are applied to terminate the algorithm common criteria are total execution time, number of iterations, fitness values of the best chromosomes etc. In this algorithm we take 100 iterations as termination criterion.
Simulation Setup
All experiments were implemented using Sony VAIO laptop with a 2. Moreover, all the values are derived from uniform distribution. Also, for the sake of simplicity we take parameters m = 1 and M = 10 into account. Figure 2 . Pareto set solving bi-objective optimization in scenario which n=50 cloud providers Because our approach is considered for mission-critical businesses and there is no approach with cybersecurity risk perspectives for web service composition technology, to evaluate our methodology, we considered single objective GA which only takes cost function into account along with our bi-objective GA which takes cost and risk functions. In this section, we compare fitness value of our proposed model based on algorithm 2 with a single objective GA based on pure cost neglecting risk function. Our biobjective GA algorithm minimizes both cost and risk functions simultaneously to deliver a solution. Then set of non-dominated points, Pareto set, are delivered. For instance, Fig. 2 depicts Pareto set points in scenario which the number of cloud providers are 50 (in the third scenario). Table 1 compares our bi-objective GA and a single objective GA with cost, amount of cybersecurity risk and total cost which is the sum of two terms cost and risk in term of $/year for each scenario. Moreover, in a single objective GA the goal is to minimize the only cost function whereas our bi-objective GA tries to minimize both cost and risk functions simultaneously. For instance, our approach leads a composition with cost = 3000, risk = 1000 and total cost = 4000 whereas a single GA leads a composition with cost=2000 when the risk is 2500 based on our approach which were not calculated by the single objective GA; it shows total cost is 4500. It indicates that an approach which considers only a cost function and neglects risk is misleading procedure. Therefore, we separately calculated the amount of risk for single objective GA which was neglected by it.
Evaluation Methodology
The results of Table 1 show that although cost column for single objective GA approach is minimum for all scenarios, the total cost is the worst for it. It means that considering only cost function with neglecting risk amount never yield sustainable decision. Our algorithm, on the other hand, outperforms compared with single objective GA in all scenarios in term of total cost.
Performance and Scalability
To evaluate optimality of our bi-objective GA algorithm, we compare fitness value of our algorithm with a single objective GA.
Results of implementation show that in all scenarios our algorithm outperforms on single objective GA even in ever-increasing large search space. Inasmuch as the problem is NP-hard in nature, to assess the performance and scalability of our algorithm, we conducted 10 different scenarios by considering from 30 to 500 providers which can deliver requested web services. The eight of them are from 30 to 100 increasing by 10 providers whereas in the ninth and tenth scenarios the number of providers are 200 and 500 respectively. As the Fig. 3 illustrates, our algorithm is scalable and has good convergence speed even for large search space in which one can make online decision. In contrast, maybe the execution time of single objective GA is lowest, but in all cases the decision is not sustainable it is due to considering only cost function and neglecting cybersecurity impact.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a web service composition problem has been investigated for business-critical model by considering cost and cybersecurity perspectives in MCE; where each provider provisions the same atomic service with different pricing scheme and security level. Security principles are considered as availability, integrity and confidentiality whereas each cyber security attack on them can occur business loss or even business failure. To measure the amount of cybersecurity loss in terms of monetary parameter we extended AMFC variable. Then, we have developed a bi-objective GA optimization algorithm that minimizes cost and security risks for composited services simultaneously. Since price and security are not in the same direction, we have found set of non-dominated points called Pareto set by executing our GA algorithm. Therefore, one of them is applied as the optimal web service composition. Our algorithm are more optimal and stable in comparison with single objective GA which considers only cost function. Also, execution results indicates that our algorithm are scalable in ever-increasing MCE even we can decide online for web service composition because it is as quick as possible. This paper does not take into account communication costs between clouds for interaction amongst web services. For future work, we envisage to develop the bi-objective cost-risk optimization model for web service composition by taking workload manner and communication cost into account in the model.
